IQ-INSTALLATION QUALIFICATION
- Easy to follow Installation Guide with a detailed approach. Your onsite team simply follows the steps to understand how the equipment is assembled and how its interconnections work.
- Videos or virtual meetings to assist with clarity and timely installation.

OQ-OPERATIONAL QUALIFICATION
- Video guidance from our engineering team to your on-the-floor experts to timely and thoroughly check all operational devices to assure all systems are operationally fit.
- Our team stays connected with your team; providing a guided walk through and supporting your team throughout the system checkout. Remote commissioning gives your team hands on experience with the equipment earlier in the process and ensures that the system meets your expectations.

PQ-PERFORMANCE QUALIFICATION
- Our automation experts virtually guide your operations team to build your recipes and run test batches.
- Track expected and actual results using our patented CookerCloud™ technology. Our Batch Report allows you to analyze actual results and quickly recalibrate your system to provide optimal performance.

AROUND THE CLOCK ASSISTANCE
- Our Service and Project Engineers will be connected when you need them. Easily connect on video - it’s almost like we are right there standing with you.

Commissioning is a big step in the food production equipment procurement process. At Blentech, you have the unique opportunity to accomplish this phase remotely. Our service, process and project engineers are at the ready to walk you through this virtual process. We check off the vital steps of IQ, OQ and PQ together with you to ensure your equipment not only meets expectations, but exceeds it. Our cloud based CookerCloud™ is the technology you’ve been waiting for. Your performance is measured and tracked in each batch so that a successful commissioning means product runs on your time line, performance goals validated and your teams trained.

When circumstances don’t allow us to be there in person, know that the Blentech team is here for you—virtually. Your production uptime is our top priority.